Abstract. Stable isotope analysis is a useful tool to track animal movements in both terrestrial and marine environments. These intrinsic markers are assimilated through the diet and may exhibit spatial gradients as a result of biogeochemical processes at the base of the food web. In the marine environment, maps to predict the spatial distribution of stable isotopes are limited, and thus determining geographic origin has been reliant upon integrating satellite telemetry and stable isotope data. Migratory sea turtles regularly move between foraging and reproductive areas. Whereas most nesting populations can be easily accessed and regularly monitored, little is known about the demographic trends in foraging populations. The purpose of the present study was to examine migration patterns of loggerhead nesting aggregations in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), where sea turtles have been historically understudied. Two methods of geographic assignment using stable isotope values in known-origin samples from satellite telemetry were compared: (1) a nominal approach through discriminant analysis and (2) a novel continuous-surface approach using bivariate carbon and nitrogen isoscapes (isotopic landscapes) developed for this study. Tissue samples for stable isotope analysis were obtained from 60 satellite-tracked individuals at five nesting beaches within the GoM. Both methodological approaches for assignment resulted in high accuracy of foraging area determination, though each has advantages and disadvantages. The nominal approach is more appropriate when defined boundaries are necessary, but up to 42% of the individuals could not be considered in this approach. All individuals can be included in the continuous-surface approach, and individual results can be aggregated to identify geographic hotspots of foraging area use, though the accuracy rate was lower than nominal assignment. The methodological validation provides a foundation for future sea turtle studies in the region to inexpensively determine geographic origin for large numbers of untracked individuals. Regular monitoring of sea turtle nesting aggregations with stable isotope sampling can be used to fill critical data gaps regarding habitat use and migration patterns. Probabilistic assignment to origin with isoscapes has not been previously used in the marine environment, but the methods presented here could also be applied to other migratory marine species.
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INTRODUCTION
The long-distance migrations made by many marine organisms between reproductive areas and feeding habitats present challenges for biologists and conservationists attempting to understand year-round habitat use and connectivity among populations. For most sea turtle species, foraging grounds can be separated by hundreds or thousands of kilometers from nesting beaches, and individuals must make regular migrations to reproduce, typically to the region of their birth (Miller 1997) . The need to understand these movements has been highlighted by the lack of data to accurately assess sea turtle populations and demographic processes, particularly to understand population-wide patterns, rather than local trends (National Research Council 2010) . It is difficult to assess the effects of regional anthropogenic threats when baseline data are unavail- 11 E-mail: h.vanderzanden@utah.edu able prior to the onset of the threat. The Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) in 2010 revealed critical gaps in data for sea turtle populations in the region. Biologists were unable to predict long-term effects of the oil spill on sea turtle populations as a result of the lack of suitable data regarding distributions, habitat use, and movements of sea turtles within the GoM (Bjorndal et al. 2011 ).
The limited information about migratory marine animal movements can, in part, be attributed to the scarcity of methodological approaches that overcome the logistical constraints of following individuals across vast distances in a largely opaque environment. Sea turtles are easily accessed at the nesting beach, and thus, obtaining information about foraging ground use from nesting females can yield a greater sample size with reduced effort. Satellite tracking devices deployed on sea turtles at the nesting rookery provide information about the migratory corridors as well as the foraging areas used after nesting. Publications using this technique have increased markedly through time (Godley et al. 2008) . However, satellite telemetry remains expensive, prohibiting researchers from tracking large numbers of individuals (Hart and Hyrenbach 2009) .
Another tool to study marine animal migrations is stable isotope analysis, most commonly with isotopes of carbon and nitrogen (Graham et al. 2010 , Ramos and Gonza´lez-Solı´s 2012 , McMahon et al. 2013 ). These ecogeochemical markers are assimilated through an organism's food sources and therefore reflect trophic patterns Epstein 1978, 1981) . In addition, stable isotope ratios can reflect the location where an animal forages and are useful to track movements of marine organisms as a result of spatial gradients in the isotope values of primary producers in the marine environment that are transferred through the food web. The geographic variability in carbon stable isotope ratios (d 13 C) within marine phytoplankton is driven primarily by temperature, which affects growth rates, dissolved CO 2 concentrations, and rates of CO 2 uptake (Goericke and Fry 1994 , Hinga et al. 1994 , Gruber et al. 1999 . Differences in nitrogen stable isotope ratios (d 15 N) in marine primary producers are mainly a result of differential use of nitrogen sources and the biological processes that dominate the movement of nitrogen through the marine ecosystem such as N 2 -fixation, denitrification, and, to some degree, nitrification (Montoya 2007) .
For sea turtles, stable isotope analysis has been employed to examine both diet through various life stages (Reich et al. 2007 , Cardona et al. 2009 , Lemons et al. 2011 , Gonza´lez Carman et al. 2014 , Williams et al. 2014 as well as foraging area use within nesting aggregations (Hatase et al. 2002 , Zbinden et al. 2011 , Ceriani et al. 2012 , Eder et al. 2012 , Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Seminoff et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a . Determining the foraging area of a sea turtle sampled at the nesting beach relies on knowledge regarding the spatial distributions of isotopic values in the potential foraging grounds, yet large-scale isotopic maps have been very limited for the oceans thus far (Graham et al. 2010 , Somes et al. 2010 , McMahon et al. 2013 . Instead, sea turtle isotope values have been related to geographic location with satellite telemetry and stable isotope sampling to characterize the regions that are isotopically distinct (e.g., Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Seminoff et al. 2012 . After these relationships have been validated, stable isotope analysis alone can be applied to a large number of individuals to determine their foraging areas.
Previous satellite tracking studies of loggerheads in the GoM have revealed that post-nesting females migrate to several different foraging regions within the GoM and greater Caribbean (Hart et al. 2012 , Foley et al. 2013 . While loggerheads may consume a variety of benthic invertebrates (Dodd 1988) , variation in their isotopic values appears to be influenced by foraging area more than diet (Pajuelo et al. 2012 . Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine if significant spatial structure in the isotopic values of loggerheads in and around the GoM facilitates the use of d 13 C and d
15 N values to assess foraging area origin of nesting individuals. Samples of scute tissue covering the carapace were obtained from 60 satellite-tracked individuals at five nesting beaches from within the GoM. We tested two methods of assignment consisting of a nominal approach that requires an a priori definition of potential foraging areas that has previously been used in the Northwest Atlantic (Ceriani et al. 2012 , Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a ) as well as a novel, continuous-surface approach. We tested the accuracy of each method through calibration and validation data sets and examined whether the inclusion of a prior probability distribution from all satellite tracking records from the nesting beach can improve assignment accuracy. Based on the regional stable isotopic differences that have previously been identified for loggerheads in the GoM , we predicted that the continuous-surface approach would be a more effective tool than nominal assignment for determining foraging area use of nesting females in the region.
Both the nominal and continuous-surface assignments are likelihood-based approaches and rely on characterizing the geographic distribution of isotope values in the foraging areas (Wunder 2012) . The nominal approach requires the use of predefined geographic regions for which isotope distributions are estimated and used to compute probabilities of membership. The continuoussurface approach incorporates predictive models of isotope-landscapes, or isoscapes, that depict the geographic patterning of stable isotope values by using measurements at known locations to spatially interpolate values at locations without measurements (West et al. 2010) . Isoscape models are combined with estimates of model uncertainty and biologically based variance in isotope values to compute spatially explicit probabilities of origin across the isoscape (Wunder 2010) . This approach has been commonly employed to understand migratory connectivity of terrestrial species based on the predictable, continent-wide gradients in d 2 H and d 18 O values of precipitation that are incorporated into an animal's tissue through the food web . These isoscapes were characterized at the global scale for the terrestrial environment (Bowen et al. 2005) and have been extensively applied to determine origin of migratory species, including butterflies, birds, and bats (Hobson and Wassenaar 2008) .
However, equivalent isoscapes do not exist for the marine environment. While d 13 C and d 15 N values are known to exhibit spatial variation within ocean basins, the only marine isoscapes that have been produced for the Atlantic region (based on previously published isotopic values in primary producers) are too coarse in the GoM to be used to identify distinct foraging areas (Somes et al. 2010 , McMahon et al. 2013 . To circumvent this limitation, we created new isoscapes by using the isotopic values of scute tissue from knownorigin individuals to generate loggerhead-specific d 13 C and d 15 N isoscapes. Our results allow us to assess the reliability of each approach for predicting foraging area origin in untracked turtles for future studies in this region and make recommendations to guide future work. Applying assignment methods in future research can help to identify geographic hotspots of use and monitor foraging aggregation trends in the GoM from the nesting beach. Additionally, increased knowledge about the movements and origins of loggerheads in the GoM allows managers to more accurately predict how anthropogenic threats such as fisheries or petroleum activities can affect loggerhead populations in this region.
METHODS

Sample collection
Sea turtle scute is an inert keratinized tissue that covers the bony plates of the carapace. Samples of scute tissue were collected from a total of 60 nesting loggerheads at five nesting beaches on the west coast of Florida in 2011 and 2012: Eglin Air Force Base (EAFB), Saint Joseph Peninsula (SJP), Casey Key (CK), Keewaydin Island (KI), and Dry Tortugas (DRTO) ( Table 1) . Samples were collected from the posterior medial region of the third right lateral scute with a sterile 6-mm biopsy punch and stored until analysis (see Appendix A). Prior to sampling, the carapace was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, and the sampling site was avoided in the application of the satellite transmitter. The scute sampling process is noninvasive, as repeated scute sampling does not significantly affect the health or physiological condition of juvenile loggerheads .
Body size was determined by measuring the curved carapace length from the anterior midpoint of the nuchal scute to the tip of the longer posterior marginal scute at the time of sample collection (Bolten 1999) . Satellite transmitters were attached to nesting females after oviposition. The foraging area was determined as the centroid of the home range based on satellite tracking data. Additional details on transmitter attachment and foraging area determination are included in Appendix A.
Scute samples collected at the nesting beach represent the foraging period prior to reproduction, while satellite transmitters attached at the nesting beach track movements after reproduction. Females exhibit consistency in their foraging area use (Broderick et al. 2007 , Marcovaldi et al. 2010 , Hawkes et al. 2011 , and exhibit fidelity to a primary residence area that they occupy .11 months of the year . Therefore, using the most recent layer of scute to assess assignment accuracy based on satellite tracking information is reasonable because the single sample will be indicative of long-term patterns of resource use (Vander Zanden et al. 2010) . Reproductive sea turtles are believed to fast during the migration and nesting period (Bonnet et al. 1998 , Plot et al. 2013 ; therefore, the isotopic signal retained in the scute likely reflects assimilation only at the foraging area. The mean period between reproductive seasons, or the remigration interval, ranges from 2.5 to 3.0 yr for loggerheads (Schroeder et al. 2003) .
Samples from both years were combined, as little temporal variability was expected for three reasons. First, individual loggerheads exhibit minimal variation in isotopic values over periods of up to 12 yr, as recorded in scute layers representing 0.6-yr increments (Vander Zanden et al. 2010) . Second, sampling year did not contribute to significant variation in the isotopic values of loggerheads when considered among other factors including location, body size, foraging area depth, and distance to shore . Third, top predators act as ecological integrators of environmental change, and Bump et al. 2007 ).
Scute preparation and stable isotope processing
All scute samples were rinsed with deionized water and dried at 608C for 24 h in the laboratory prior to analysis. Scutes grow via deposition of new keratinized skin directly under the old tissue such that the oldest tissue is found on the dorsal surface of the scute, whereas the youngest tissue is found on the ventral surface (Alibardi 2005) . Each scute biopsy was glued ventral side down with the dorsal surface (oldest tissue) exposed, and 50-lm layers were obtained using a carbide end mill (Sherline 5100 with digital readout). This interval was selected as the smallest interval that would provide sufficient sample for stable isotope analysis and represents approximately 0.6 yr of resource use in adult loggerhead turtles (Vander Zanden et al. 2010 ). The complete records will be evaluated in a future study, but only the newest scute layer, representing 0.6 yr of recent resource use history was used here.
Carbon and nitrogen isotope composition were measured at the Department of Geological Sciences, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA, using a Carlo Erba NA 1500 CNS elemental analyzer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) interfaced via a ConFlo II to a DeltaV Advantage isotope ratio mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Sample stable isotope ratios relative to the isotope standard were expressed in the following conventional delta (d) notation: 15 N values (n ¼ 32 replicates). Repeated measurements of a laboratory reference material, homogenized loggerhead scute collected from an individual at a different site, were used to examine consistency in a sample with similar isotopic composition to samples in this study. The standard deviation of the laboratory reference material was 0.15% for d
13 C values and 0.22% for d
15 N values (n ¼ 57 replicates).
Assignment methods
Stable isotope data from the newest scute layer were combined with satellite tracking information to evaluate the effectiveness of performing geographic assignments of origin with two different approaches: linear discriminant analysis and bivariate continuous assignment to carbon and nitrogen isoscapes developed in this study. In both cases, the data were randomly divided into calibration and validation data sets, such that the calibration individuals were used to create the model and the validation individuals were used to assess the accuracy of the model by performing the assignment as if the origin was unknown. The complete data set is available in Appendix B.
Nominal assignment.-The nominal assignment approach (linear discriminant analysis) required defining distinct geographic regions of possible origin with corresponding isotopic characterizations of each region (Wunder 2012) . Therefore, we defined five coastal areas used by the loggerheads in this study, and the centroid of foraging area use of each of the 60 females was classified into one of these areas. We did not include any foraging areas within oceanic waters (.200 m depth), as all foraging centroids were in waters ,200 m depth, and thus used only neritic, or coastal areas. We did not observe a neritic-oceanic foraging dichotomy as suggested by some studies (Hawkes et al. 2006 , Hatase et al. 2010 , Eder et al. 2012 The delineation of foraging areas was intended to maximize isotopic differences among them to improve our ability to distinguish among the well-established regions that have previously been defined based on the physical, oceanographic, and biological characteristics of the marine environment (Antoine 1972 , Wilkinson et al. 2009 ). We refer to these foraging areas as (1) Southern Gulf of Mexico (SGoM), (2) Northern Gulf of Mexico (NGoM), (3) Eastern Gulf of Mexico (EGoM), (4) Subtropical Northwest Atlantic (SNWA), and (5) South Atlantic Bight (SAB) (Fig. 1 ). These are similar to the regions that have been used in previous studies (Pajuelo et al. 2012 with slight variations to the region names and borders. Additional description is contained in Appendix A.
Because only two of the 60 loggerheads used the SAB, this foraging area was excluded from the nominal assignment, leaving 39 calibration individuals and 19 validation individuals. Levene's test was used to examine the homogeneity of variance in d Linear discriminant analysis was used to assign the validation individuals to one of the four discrete foraging areas based on the characterizations of the isotope distributions for those locations in the calibration data set. Each foraging area was defined by a probability density of the sampling distribution from the calibration, or training, data set. These conditional probabilities were then inverted using Bayes' rule, providing posterior probability distributions over all candidate foraging areas for each of the validation individuals.
Classification of the 19 validation individuals was performed in one of two ways. First, the prior probability was assumed to be uniform over all of the foraging areas, meaning that it was equally likely for each individual to have originated from each of the four foraging areas. Second, we extended the basic linear discrimination model to include nonuniform prior probabilities for the foraging areas. These priors were independently estimated for each nesting beach, and the prior associated with the beach where the individual was sampled was applied. The prior probabilities used were derived from the proportion of all previously tracked individuals from each nesting beach that used each foraging area (Table 2 ). The number of loggerheads tracked at each beach ranged from 24 to 102. In the cases where individuals were tracked in more than one year, only the first tracking event that resulted in the determination of a putative foraging area was included, so as not to represent individuals more than once. Because satellite-tracking information was only available for two individuals from the EAFB nesting beach, the tracking information from SJP and EAFB were combined due to their proximity, and the same priors were used for individuals from both nesting beaches.
The posterior probability threshold was set at 0.8, meaning that validation individuals were required to have a 0.8 or greater probability of group membership to be assigned to that foraging area. With four possible foraging areas, this threshold provides a 12-fold improvement over random odds (Wunder 2012) . This threshold was used to maintain consistency with other studies that have used similar assignment approaches (Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Seminoff et al. 2012 ). However, we note that it is more difficult to achieve assignments with probability of group membership !0.8 with four foraging areas than with two or three foraging areas (e.g., Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a . That is, with four potential foraging areas, maintaining this probability threshold at 0.8 means that we are increasing the odds ratio of likely origin.
The assignment accuracy for individuals in the validation data set was calculated as the percentage of individuals that were assigned to the correct foraging area based on satellite tracking information. We also examined the ability to accurately predict movement in and out of the GoM by considering NGoM, SGoM, and EGoM foraging areas as within the GoM, and the SNWA foraging area to be outside of the GoM.
Continuous-surface assignment.-Isoscapes are predictive models that are created by spatially modeling measured isotope values with a known geographic origin. They can either be created directly from study organism sample tissues or by calibrating an existing spatial model based on isotope values from some other material (Wunder 2012) . Here, we use the former approach to make loggerhead keratin-specific isoscapes. The major advantage of creating an isoscape with the organismal tissue values rather than primary producers is that the baseline isotopic values do not have to be converted to animal tissue isotopic values, which can add additional uncertainty to assignments of origin, as it would require information about the isotopic offset between the two.
Geostatistical models can be used to predict stable isotope values at sites where no measurements exist based on the premise of spatial autocorrelation, in which nearby sites will be more closely related than distant sites. GIS-based isoscape surface interpolation models were created with ordinary kriging of the d 13 C and d 15 N values of the 41 calibration individuals using the Geostatistical Analyst extension and geoprocessing tools within ArcGIS version 10 (additional details in Appendix A). In this approach, the two individuals from the SAB were included, thus increasing the calibration sample size from the nominal approach.
Assignments were made using both d 13 C and d 15 N values by estimating the likelihood that each raster cell represented the foraging area origin of the validation individuals using a bivariate normal probability function as follows: (Pajuelo et al. 2012 ). Loggerheads feed on a variety of benthic invertebrates (Dodd 1988) , and this term accounts for potential differences in diet among individuals within a limited area. Even when individuals have the same diet, there may be some level of inherent variation as a result of physiological differences among individuals ) that is also reflected in this term. Our estimate of r The error associated with the kriging process (r 2 kr ) was extracted from a raster map generated with the Geostatistical Analyst extension representing the standard deviation of the kriging prediction ( Fig. 1c  and d) . This model-based component of the error term is a function of the location of the calibration points, such that it is low in close proximity to points with known values and increases with distance from those locations.
As with the nominal assignment process, two types of prior assumptions were used in the continuous-surface assignment. First, the prior probability was assumed to be uniform over all of the cells in the isoscape domain, meaning that it was equally likely for each individual to have originated from any cell in the raster domain. Second, nonuniform prior probabilities that were specific to the nesting beach where the individual was sampled were applied. To do this, we created regionalized raster maps using the same borders as in the nominal assignment approach. The prior probabilities Notes: The proportions were used to create nonuniform prior probabilities. The value in the top row of the cell indicates the prior probabilities used in nominal assignment, while the bottom row indicates the prior probabilities used in continuous-surface assignment. (The SAB foraging area was not included in the nominal assignments.) The total number of satellite-tracked loggerheads from which these proportions were calculated is also reported. Because only two individuals have been tracked from EAFB, these individuals were combined with the SJP nesting individuals due to the close proximity of these nesting beaches. Data sources are indicated with superscript numbers. included SAB as a fifth foraging area, thus these values were slightly different from those used in the nominal assignment ( Table 2 ). The prior probability raster was then multiplied by the raster produced from the bivariate normal probability function to obtain the posterior probability density surface.
For ease of comparison between individuals, each assignment surface was rescaled to the highest likelihood value from the posterior probability distribution so that all resulting surfaces were composed of relative likelihood values that ranged from 0 to 1. To assess accuracy, we selected a threshold to recode the cells as ''likely'' or ''unlikely'' foraging locations, by assigning cells that were in the upper 25% of the probability distribution as likely and all other cells as unlikely. Accuracy was calculated as the proportion of the validation locations contained within the posterior density surface at our selected threshold (Vander Zanden et al. 2014c ). This metric evaluates the ability to correctly predict a surface that includes the known location of the validation individuals. We also evaluated the accuracy over a range of thresholds from 0.01 to 0.99 at 0.01 increments to explore the effect of selecting a different threshold.
Some studies have used the relative likelihood values to establish thresholds for creating binary maps to demonstrate likely origins of unknown individuals (Hobson et al. 2009 , Flockhart et al. 2013 , Rushing et al. 2013 ), while others have used a portion of the posterior probability surface as we have done here (Knick et al. 2014) . The posterior probability distributions in our study were often narrow and peaked, and using a threshold based on a relative likelihood resulted in a selection of a very small proportion of the surface and low accuracy. Therefore, using a relative likelihood threshold was not appropriate for our study. One advantage of using a portion of the posterior probability distribution is that the same number of cells or same total area is designated as likely between individual assignments, or one-fourth of the study domain, in this case. The four foraging areas defined in the nominal assignment also encompass approximately one-fourth of the study domain, though they were not exactly equal in area. Therefore, the likely binary assignment regions in the continuous surface approach comprise similarly sized regions as those considered in the nominal approach. To provide summary plots of all validation assignments, the binary maps were summed for all 19 individuals.
All statistics were evaluated using R version 3.0.2 with a ¼ 0.05 (R Development Core Team 2013).
RESULTS
Nominal assignment
The curved carapace length of female loggerheads in this study ranged from 80.9-116.0 cm. (Table 3) , therefore the discriminant analysis had the most power to delineate foraging area origins in or out of the GoM.
The calibration individuals were used as training data in the discriminant analysis to define probability densities before assigning validation individuals. The 19 validation individuals were used to assess the accuracy of using discriminant analysis with two types of priors (uniform and nonuniform, Table 4 ). With uniform priors, 58% of the individuals could be assigned to a putative foraging area with a probability of group membership !0.8 and the accuracy was 82% (9 of 11 individuals that met the probability threshold were assigned correctly, Fig. 2b ). Classification accuracy to one of two groups in or out of the GoM was 91% (10 of 11 individuals were assigned correctly).
Nesting beach-specific priors were based on the proportions of individuals using each foraging area determined from previous satellite tracking studies (Table 2 ). For loggerheads nesting in EAFB, SJP, CK, KI, the majority of turtles used waters in the EGoM. At the southernmost beach (DRTO), the majority of nesting loggerheads used waters in the SNWA. At the most northern beaches (EAFB and SJP), all nesting loggerheads used foraging areas within the GoM. With the inclusion of nonuniform priors in the nominal assignments, the portion of individuals that met the threshold for assignment increased to 68%, and assignment accuracy increased to 100% (13 of 13 individuals that met the probability threshold were assigned correctly, Fig. 2c ). Additionally, assignment accuracy to foraging areas in or out of the GoM increased to 100% (Table 4) .
Continuous-surface assignment
Loggerhead-specific isoscapes (Fig. 1) were created, and a bivariate approach was used to determine the likelihood of origin from each raster cell using d 13 C and d 15 N isoscapes. Assignment results are depicted as raster maps (Appendix C, Figs. C1-C4 ). The continuoussurface approach differed from the nominal approach, such that predefined foraging area boundaries were not required to make the assignments; however they were necessary to create nonuniform priors. With uniform priors, we found that using a threshold to define the lower 75% of the surface as ''unlikely'' resulted in an accuracy level of 79% (Fig. 3, Table 4 ). If the accuracy evaluation was restricted to the 11 individuals that resulted in a putative assignment using the nominal approach, the accuracy was 82% (9 of 11 individuals were assigned accurately). Because we did not use foraging area boundaries in the continuous surface approach, we cannot assess the accuracy for classification in or out of the GoM.
Using nonuniform priors, the accuracy remained the same (79%) at the selected threshold (Fig. 3, Table 4 ). Again, restricting the evaluation to only the 13 individuals that could be assigned in the nominal approach with nonuniform priors, the accuracy was 84% (11 of 13 individuals were assigned correctly).
Individual binary assignments were summed to identify hotspots of foraging area use at the population level with uniform and nonuniform priors (Fig. 4) . Both summaries depict concentrated areas of foraging in the EGoM and SNWA, to which the majority of validation individuals had been tracked.
Less stringent thresholds resulted in increased accuracy with reduced precision (i.e., more area selected as ''likely'') with the opposite occurring for more stringent thresholds (Fig. 3) . Across the range of thresholds, there was very little difference in accuracy between using uniform or nonuniform priors. However, at lower thresholds, the nonuniform priors were slightly more accurate. In order to assign all validation individuals with 100% accuracy with uniform priors, the threshold would need to be lowered to 0.2, thus excluding only 20% of the study domain in the area of likely origin. With nonuniform priors, all validation individuals were assigned with 100% accuracy at a threshold of 0.46, thus excluding 46% of the study domain.
DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that stable isotope values in scute tissue can be used to predict foraging area origin for loggerheads in the GoM. Both methodological FIG. 2 . Nominal assignment of loggerhead turtles to a foraging area. Carbon and nitrogen isotope values of (a) the calibration data set (n ¼ 39 turtles) with known foraging area and the validation data set (n ¼ 19 turtles) with the assigned foraging areas determined through discriminant analysis using (b) uniform priors or (c) nonuniform priors. Validation individuals that could not be assigned with a probability of group membership !0.8 are plotted with gray symbols that indicate the known foraging area as determined through satellite tracking. Validation individuals that were assigned incorrectly (only in b) are plotted with solid, black symbols. See Table 4 for assignment accuracy using this method. Foraging areas are EGoM, Eastern Gulf of Mexico; NGoM, Northern Gulf of Mexico; SGoM, Southern Gulf of Mexico; SNWA, Subtropical Northwest Atlantic. approaches resulted in high accuracy of assignment to the correct foraging area. The use of isoscapes has been limited in the marine environment, and we perform the first example of probabilistic assignment to marine d 13 C and d
15 N isoscapes that were created in this study. Our results validate that the isotopic gradients in this top consumer can be used to trace movements between feeding and reproductive areas. Ultimately, these methodological contributions can inform future research. It can be hypothesized that isotopic patterns observed in loggerheads would also be reflected in other marine species in the region. Though this study focused on sea turtles, the approaches used here are applicable to other migratory marine species.
Spatial patterns in stable isotope values
Using stable isotope analysis to dependably delineate foraging area origin requires geographical variation in Notes: The total assignment and assignment accuracy rates were calculated for each approach as a percentage. The numbers in parentheses are the ratio of individuals assigned in each category.
FIG. 3. Assignment accuracy in the continuous-surface approach was measured as the proportion of validation individuals for which the known foraging location was contained within the likelihood surface at a given threshold. Accuracy was examined at a range of thresholds from 0.01 to 0.99 at 0.01 intervals, defined as the proportion of the total possible surface. The dotted vertical line indicates the threshold used in this study for binary classification, where only the upper 25% of the surface was selected. Accuracy increased at lower thresholds, but the overall accuracy was similar between the use of uniform and nonuniform priors to perform the assignment .   FIG. 4 . Geographic distribution of assigned foraging sites as predicted by continuous-surface assignment for loggerheads nesting in the Gulf of Mexico. Validation individual assignment plots were created using (a) uniform and (b) nonuniform priors and were reclassified to binary surfaces using the upper 25% of posterior probabilities prior to summation. Points represent foraging area centroids as determined through satellite tracking. isotopic values among the potential regions used by the population. Significant spatial patterning in d 13 C and d
15 N values of loggerhead scute was observed among the areas studied (Table 3) . Similarly, Tucker et al. (2014) found that d 13 C, d 15 N, and d
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S values in the epidermis of loggerheads from Casey Key, Florida, were affected primarily by foraging area, irrespective of body size, year sampled, and depth of foraging area as determined by satellite tracking. Creating isoscapes for a continuous-surface assignment approach did not require the delineation of foraging area boundaries as in the nominal assignment. While we attempted to define foraging areas that reflected distinct biological, geological, and isotopic differences for the nominal assignment, the loggerhead-specific isoscapes demonstrate that the isotopic values do not necessarily change abruptly along these lines, but rather change gradually through space (Fig. 1a and b) .
We expect that the patterns observed in loggerhead tissue reflect spatial variation at lower trophic levels rather than dietary differences among individuals (Pajuelo et al. 2010 , Radabaugh et al. 2013 , Vander Zanden et al. 2013 (McMahon et al. 2013) , despite variation observed in loggerhead tissue. However, these Atlantic Ocean isoscapes do not provide the same spatial resolution as the isoscapes created in this study, and they reflect relatively few sampling events in the GoM (McMahon et al. 2013) . Therefore, our isoscapes should be compared to those of McMahon et al. (2013) with caution.
Isoscapes based on fish muscle samples and benthic algae in a smaller region of the GoM (Radabaugh et al. 2013) provide another comparison for the spatial isotopic variation observed in loggerheads. The fish and algae isoscapes reflect a shift from a eutrophic zone in the NGoM with higher d
15 N values to mesotrophic and oligotrophic waters in the EGoM (Radabaugh et al. 2013) , and similar patterns were observed in the loggerheads in these two regions. The high d
15 N values of loggerheads foraging in the NGoM are likely due to the nutrient-rich waters associated with the Mississippi River and possible denitrification associated with low oxygen conditions (Rabalais et al. 1996 , Montoya 2007 . Nitrogen fixation may drive the low d
15 N values in other regions (Macko et al. 1984) , particularly in the SNWA.
The d 13 C patterns in fish and algae in the NGoM and EGoM exhibited inshore-offshore patterns that were correlated with water depth (Radabaugh et al. 2013 ). We did not relate isotopic values in loggerheads to water depth, but the isotope values changed along an east-west gradient in the EGoM in our study (Fig. 1a and b) . This depth gradient may be due to POC and chlorophyll concentrations that support rapid algae growth in shallow, nutrient-rich water, resulting in higher d
13 C values. Additionally, the high d 13 C values exhibited by loggerheads foraging in the SNWA are likely a result of seagrass-dominated ecosystems (Vander Zanden et al. 2013) , as these primary producers have d
13 C values that are typically higher than those of phytoplankton, macroalgae, and mangroves (Michener and Kaufman 2007, Bouillon et al. 2008) .
It is also possible that these regional patterns may be dynamic as a result of seasonal variability (CallejasJimenez et al. 2012) . However, stable isotope values in higher trophic level organisms dampen variation in primary producers between seasons and years, as they incorporate the environmental signal over a longer time period (O'Reilly et al. 2002 , Bump et al. 2007 ). Consistent interannual and seasonal patterns were observed in the fish isoscapes (Radabaugh et al. 2013) , indicating the presence of stable spatial gradients in the region. Additionally, because the loggerhead scute tissue represents a time period of approximately 0.6 yr (Vander Zanden et al. 2010) , we expect the effect of temporal variation to be minimal.
While we have used scute in our analyses to develop both the nominal and continuous-surface models, we expect that other tissues reflecting a time period on the order of over several months (e.g., epidermis and red blood cells) would demonstrate similar patterns. Rescaling these data to predict origin with other tissues would be possible using appropriate discrimination factors to relate scute to a different tissue of interest (Vander Zanden et al. 2014b ).
Nominal vs. continuous-surface assignment
We tested two methods for determining foraging area origin of nesting loggerheads. Both approaches required samples from known-origin individuals to create predictive models, which was achieved through satellite tracking. Despite the spatial structuring in loggerhead isotope values within the study area, there was some overlap in values among foraging areas, particularly within the GoM (Fig. 2a) , which may have contributed to low posterior probabilities in the nominal approach or inaccurate assignments in the continuous-surface approach for some individuals.
Not all of the validation individuals could be assigned using the nominal assignment approach, as the posterior probability was lower than our threshold. Therefore, assignments from up to 42% of the validation samples (depending on whether or not priors were used) were not considered in this approach. The nominal approach performs better when the regions are isotopically distinct, and can be sensitive to how the regions are defined as well as the threshold used for classification. The threshold selected here ensures a high accuracy of assignment (82-100%) with the tradeoff that many individuals could not be assigned (Table 4) . The accuracy for determining whether individuals originated from within or outside of the GoM was very high as a result of the large isotopic differences between these two regions. Therefore, this approach can be most useful for delineating origins from within the GoM vs. the SNWA.
In contrast, the continuous-surface approach allowed all individuals to be considered. In some cases, this method resulted in spatially disjunct areas of likely origin, such that areas of high relative probability spanned portions of multiple defined foraging areas (Appendix C: Figs. C1-C4 ). Despite being able to ascertain an origin for all individuals in the continuoussurface approach, the proportion assigned correctly was lower than in the nominal assignment, but the total number assigned correctly was greater (Table 4) . It is important to note that the incorrect assignments were not extremely inaccurate in most cases, but rather individuals were often close to the borders of the ''likely'' region of the binary surface (Appendix C: Figs. C3-C4). Nevertheless, there appears to be a trade-off between accuracy and inclusion of all data for the two methods. Continuous-surface assignments can also be used to aggregate individual results to identify hotspots of geographic origin at the population level Hobson 2010, Flockhart et al. 2013) . In this case, the summary plots provide a valid depiction of the actual distribution of the known foraging sites.
We have selected fairly conservative threshold values for both approaches to ensure high confidence in the resulting assignments, but accuracy levels would change if these thresholds were altered. Researchers and managers must balance the risk of making inaccurate assignments with being able to confidently assign a large portion of the individuals sampled. Use of validation data sets in exploratory studies to examine accuracy across a range of potential thresholds, as we have done here, can aid in selecting appropriate thresholds that balance accuracy and precision for the species and study areas of interest.
Incorporating priors
We examined the effect of including nonuniform priors related to foraging area distributions to potentially increase assignment accuracy over uniform priors. Royle and Rubenstein (2004) advocate using relative abundance of organisms within the study areas when available, as it may provide more accurate assignments than using the probabilistic assignments alone. We applied nonuniform priors that were specific to each nesting beach based on all previous satellite tracking data available, which are associated with some assumptions. First, we assumed that the proportion of loggerheads originating from distinct foraging areas is constant among years, which may not be the case, as interannual variability in the foraging area proportions has been documented in the Northwest Atlantic (Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a . Second, we assumed that there is no exchange of turtles among beaches, as the nonuniform priors are specific to each beach. However, the nesting beach fidelity may vary among sites and individuals (Tucker 2010 , Hart et al. 2013 . Finally, others wishing to replicate our approach would be disadvantaged if this type of tracking information were not available for the rookery of interest.
The use of nonuniform priors in the nominal assignment increased the number of assignments meeting the probability threshold as well as the accuracy of assignments, but the accuracy did not change in the continuous-surface assignments. Three of the four inaccurate continuous-surface assignments were the same with and without nonuniform priors (Appendix C: Figs. C3 and C4). Therefore, it appears that some individuals do not have stable isotope values that correlate with the predicted values for their foraging site. This might be a result of individual variation in physiology in how the stable isotopes are incorporated through the diet and assimilated into the tissue (Barnes et al. 2008 . On the other hand, using the foraging site centroid may present a limited perspective of the home range, as foraging areas for loggerheads have been demonstrated to range over 1000 km 2 (Marcovaldi et al. 2010 , and the centroids of the inaccurate classifications were often near the edges of the binary continuous-surface assignments.
Applications to management
The spatial distribution in stable isotope values of loggerheads in and around the GoM was advantageous for assessing foraging area origin. We expect that stable isotope values in other marine organisms would also be distributed similarly, thus providing a promising method for tracking migratory movements of other species in this region. Both assignment approaches can be used in future studies to determine the foraging area of untracked individuals in this region with high accuracy. Regular monitoring of sea turtle nesting populations with stable isotope analysis can be used to detect trends in abundance in foraging areas from the nesting beach (Vander Zanden et al. 2014a ) and potentially allow for more effective determination of the causes for increasing or decreasing population trends. Additionally, foraging area preference has been linked to reproductive output for many loggerhead populations (Zbinden et al. 2011 , Hatase et al. 2013 , Cardona et al. 2014 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a , and thus determining foraging area distributions within a nesting aggregation can provide improved demographic estimates. Finally, knowledge about the movements and foraging patterns of these understudied populations can be useful for identifying potential threats that are not geospatially homogenous. Interactions with commercial fisheries have been identified as the primary contributor to declining loggerhead populations in Florida (Witherington et al. 2009 ), and petroleum activities present new and serious threats as well (Hart et al. 2013) . For example, areas of high use by sea turtles can be compared to fisheries efforts or active oil and gas platform maps (Hart et al. 2013 , and the spatial overlap of foraging areas with the effects from catastrophic events such as the Deepwater Horizon oil spill could be better predicted in the future.
Depending on the goals and applications for determining foraging area, one approach may be more suitable than the other. When defined boundaries (e.g., management units or countries of jurisdiction) are necessary for determining foraging area origin, the nominal approach will be more appropriate. The use of nonuniform priors is recommended, but the disadvantage of this approach is that there will likely be a portion of the population for which the foraging area cannot be determined. Nominal assignment was extremely accurate in determining habitat use in or out of the GoM, which may be helpful to identify individuals that could be susceptible to threats within the GoM. For applications when boundaries are not necessary, the continuous-surface approach may be more appropriate. In this approach, assignment with the use of uniform priors was equally accurate compared to assignment with nonuniform priors at the threshold employed in this study, which can be advantageous when extensive satellite tracking data are not available to generate nonuniform priors. However, use of nonuniform priors may be more informative in other regions or species. Whereas all individuals can be assigned using this method, the disadvantage is that a slightly reduced accuracy rate was observed in comparison to nominal assignment. Additionally, the continuous-surface approach provides the ability to depict population-level summaries, and thus, individual-level assignments can be amalgamated to identify spatially explicit regions of concentrated foraging area use.
It should also be noted that we did not include the SAB as a potential foraging region in the nominal assignment on the basis that this region was only used by a small portion of the loggerheads in the study (2 of 60). For nesting aggregations that have a higher percentage of individuals originating from the SAB, including this region in a nominal assignment approach could present lower assignment success, as loggerheads using this area are isotopically similar to those from the EGoM (Pajuelo et al. 2012) , and the probability of group membership would likely be split between the two. Consequently, for nesting aggregations in which individuals potentially originate from both the EGoM and SAB foraging areas, the continuous-surface approach would be more suitable.
Satellite tracking will continue to be useful when identifying migratory pathways is necessary, but combinations of other types of data with the d S) can reflect differences in inshore-offshore habitat use (Barros et al. 2010 ), but may not provide additional resolution when the study population uses only neritic waters. Values of d 34 S in epidermis samples from loggerheads nesting in Casey Key, Florida, USA, exhibited few significant differences among foraging areas, and therefore may not be as effective in improving assignment accuracy and precision as other types of data in the GoM . Compound-specific stable isotope analysis of amino acids (CSIA-AA) can be used to further investigate the dietary vs. locational variation within regions (Seminoff et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2013 , as different amino acids reflect source vs. trophic processes. Creating isoscapes with compoundspecific isotope data may not be pragmatic due to the cost of this analysis compared to bulk isotope analysis. However, a recent CSIA-AA marine isoscape created from mussel (Mytilus californianus) tissue reflects the baseline d 15 N values by phenylalanine (an amino acid that reflects source processes) in this primary consumer (Vokhshoori and McCarthy 2014) . Genetic data have been used to greatly improve geographic origin assignment of migratory terrestrial birds, but this approach requires marked genetic structuring within the region of interest (Chabot et al. 2012 , Rundel et al. 2013 . Expanded sequencing of mitochondrial DNA from loggerheads in the Atlantic and other regions has revealed significant structuring of nesting populations (Shamblin et al. 2014) , such that the beaches sampled in this study represent three demographically isolated nesting populations. Finally, other naturally occurring intrinsic markers including trace elements, which have differential geographic distributions, have been useful in tracing marine organism movements, including those of sea turtles (Kunito et al. 2002 , Thorrold et al. 2007 , Carson et al. 2013 , Lo´pez-Castro et al. 2013 ).
Conclusions
Many marine organisms have geographically separated foraging and reproductive areas, which presents challenges in monitoring year-round habitat use and designing effective management strategies. Accurately identifying and reducing threats that may be geographically discontinuous requires knowledge about habitat use and movement at all life stages. We have created novel isoscapes in the region to perform probabilistic assignment to bivariate continuous-surface as an alternative approach to the nominal approach that has been employed previously (Ceriani et al. 2012 , Pajuelo et al. 2012 , Vander Zanden et al. 2014a . The nominal assignment is advantageous for management applications that require defined boundaries, but the assignments of many individuals were inconclusive, as they did not meet the probability of group membership. On the other hand, the continuous-surface assignment considers all individuals and permitted population-level summaries, but with a slightly reduced accuracy rate compared to the nominal approach. Our comparison of methodological approaches for determining foraging area origin has provided a foundation for future work, and we have validated isotopic gradients in these marine consumers that can be used to effectively determine geographic origin for large numbers of untracked female loggerheads nesting in the GoM. Continued regular monitoring and isotopic sampling can provide insight into the demographic trends and population-wide patterns that are lacking within the GoM so that the effects of future threats can be better predicted and mitigated.
